Abstract
Introduction
As the explosive growth of the multimedia applications, there is more and more non-alphabet data needed being processed now. These data, unlike the conventional numeric or character types of data, includes images, voices, films, documents and so on. For manipulating these new data types, most of proposed schemes are content-based retrieval to process voices, films, and documents [6] [10] [12] .
Recently, as the rapid progress in digital representations of music data, how to efficiently manage music data is getting more attentions. There are more and more investigations increasingly attractive in retrieving the music collections such as the Query by Rhythm by Chen, et al. [3] , Query by Music Segments by Chen, et al. [4] , Multi-Feature Index Structures by Lee, et al. [11] and Lo, et al. [17] [18], Non-Trivial Repeating Pattern Discovering for music data by Liu, et al. [13] and Lo, et al. [19] , Melodic Matching Techniques by Uitdenbogerd, et al. [25] , Approximate Melody Matching by Liu, et al. [14] , Key Melody Extraction and N-note Indexing by Tseng [24] , Numeric Indexing for Music Data by Lo, et al. [15] [16] , and more in [1] [8] [12] [15] [22] [23] .
In the researches of music content-based retrieval, many approaches extract the features, such as key melodies, rhythms, and chords, from the music objects and develop indices that will help to retrieve the relevant music efficiently [13] [19] . Several reports have also pointed out that these features of music can be transformed and represented in the forms of music feature strings [3] [4] [8] [11] [12] [19] [24] or numeric values [15] [16] such that the indices can be created for music retrievals. However, for string indexing, there is only limited index structure (ex. suffix tree [21] [26] [27]) suitable for music retrieval and it is lack of scalability. Moreover, for numeric indexing, there is only few research emphasized on this issue. The existing approaches all transform a specific length of music segments (feature strings) into integers such that various numeric index structures can be applied (ex. Rtree [7] ). In this approach, however, the length of a query (query by example) is required to match the specific length of transformation of music data otherwise it will harm the efficiency of query processing. A real-valued feature indexing for music databases was proposed by Lo and Tsai [20] . This approach is more flexible in query length and more Approximate Searching for Music Data in Real-Valued Feature Indexing1
Yu-Lung Lo, Ling-Yi Tsai efficient in query search. The exactly matching for music search is widely discussed in music database retrieval; nevertheless, the approximate searching technology for fault tolerant queries in a music database has not received many attentions. For approximate searching, the most of current works list all the possible combinations of an approximate query then performing the exactly searching and looking for the targets. It is very time consuming. In this paper, we will propose an approximate matching approach for real-valued feature music index. Our approach will support music query search more efficient than existing scheme.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we brief review the existing music index schemes and specify the string indexing, numeric indexing, and real-valued indexing for music data retrievals. We also like to overview the existing approximate music searching technology in this section. After that, our approximate matching for music retrieval by real-valued comparison is proposed in section 3. Finally, we show our experimental results in section 4 and a conclusion is given in the last section.
Related Works
There are many research reports for music database retrieval in recent years. In this section we specify the string indexing and numeric indexing for music data retrieval, and brief review the approximate matching for numeric index.
String Indexing for Music Retrieval
A suffix tree is a tree-like index structure representing all suffixes of a string and provided solutions for string matching problems [21] [26] [27] . It consists of following characteristics:
(1). A suffix tree which constructed from a string with length of m symbols consists of m leaf nodes. These leaf nodes can be numbered from 1 to m.
(2). Any two branches from a non-leaf node should be labeled with different symbols.
(3). The number of each leaf node points out the start position of the sub-string which consists of the symbols labeled from the root to this leaf node of the tree.
Recently, the suffix tree is also used as indices for music feature strings to help searching in music database. Suppose the music data consists of n notes, e.g. Do, Re, Mi, …, etc. and each note can be represented by a music symbol 'a', 'b', 'c', … , respectively. Therefore, a melody can be represented as a music feature string by these music symbols [8] [13] [14] [19] [24] . For example, if there is a music feature string represented as "ababc", its suffixes are "ababc", "babc", "abc", "bc", "c". The suffix tree constructed from these suffixes can be shown in Figure  1 . Therefore, in this approach, music data retrieval can be performed as string matching in suffix tree. In addition, the full melody of music may be too long for creating index. There are several researches pointed out that the key melodies (themes) and repeating patterns of music are much shorter and easy to familiarize and remember for people [1] [8] [13] [19] . Therefore, we can use the themes or the repeating patterns to construct indices that can simplify the index and speedup query execution for music retrieval.
Numeric Indexing for Music Retrieval
In 2000, Jagadish et al. proposed numeric mapping which maps a string into a real value [9] . They used Rtree and B-tree to construct the numeric indices for the transformed values and helping string searching. Later on, a numeric indexing technique for music data was proposed by Lo, et al. [15] [16] . If the music data can be represented by a numeric value, the R-tree and many other numeric index structures can be used to construct the index for music data. For translating music data into numeric value, let's assume that the music symbols, 'a', 'b', 'c', …, 'm', also can map into integer values 0, 1, 2, …, m-1, respectively. If we pick out a music segment with n sequential notes from a melody feature string, denoted x 1 , x 2 , …, x n , the integer value of each note can be represented by P(x i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Therefore, this segment of n sequential notes can be transformed into a numeric value by the conversion function -v(n), as shown below. For example, suppose there are ten kinds of music notes denoted by 'a', 'b', 'c', …, 'j', and each of them maps into an integer value of 0, 1, 2, …, 9, respectively. If there is a music segment with 4 symbols in which music segment is denoted by "bcdb", then this music segment can be transformed into numeric value as:
Afterward, this value, 1321, can be inserted into the index, such as R-tree, for music data retrieval. Furthermore, we would like to mention that the music segments used to construct index should be all in the same length (n) for query search. Thereafter, a music query string can be converted into an integer in the same manner then search in the index.
The Approximate Matching of Numeric Indexing for Music Retrieval
Approximate matching provides fault tolerance ability that allows some errors in the music query string. There are two approaches for approximate matching. The first one lists all possible correct query strings and does exact matching for each string and the similar schemes can be found in [4] [5] . For example, suppose there are m kinds of notes and the music query length is k. If there is without any limitation for fault tolerant query, it will have m k possible combinations of queries. The other approach examines the difference between the transformed value of the query string and the value in the leaf node of the index tree [15] . Suppose that there are ten kinds of notes (m = 10) and every four adjacent symbols of music feature strings to be transformed into numeric values (n = 4). Let's assume that the length of music query string is also 4 and we allow one symbol error within the ±1 pitch difference (h = 1) for the music query string. We first transform the music query string into numeric value then compare the transformed value to the values in the leaf nodes. If and only if the difference between transformed value and the value of leaf node matches one of the conditions listed in Table 1 , there is a leaf node found and it will be our target music. Table 1 , it means that there is an error in the first symbol of the query string. In the other hand, if the difference matches the condition (2), there is an error in the second symbol of the query string, and so forth.
Furthermore, in this approach, if there are m kinds of notes, every n adjacent symbols of music feature strings to be transformed into numeric values, and only one symbol error allowed with ±h pitch differences, the target music can be found in the similar ways. We can find the target music if and only if the difference between the transformed value of query string and the value of leaf node matches one of the conditions listed in Table 2 . Furthermore, since there are upper bounds and lower bounds in every non-leaf node in music numeric index of R-tree, they may help quickly filter out queries if no target found. 
Real-valued Indexing for Music Data
The drawback of existing numeric index for music data retrieval is that the query length have to match the specific length of transformation of music data otherwise it will harm the efficiency of query processing. For example, if a numeric index is created by all music segments with 4 sequential notes and a query with length 5 notes (ex. "bcdba") is issued, the query should be split into 2 sub-segments with length 4 notes (ex. "bcdb" and "cdba") then transfer them into numeric values for searching in the index. A further operation to intersect the two search results to find the final target music will also have to perform. Such processing will harm the efficiency of query processing. To address this problem, Lo and Tsai proposed real-valued indexing technique for music data in 2009 [20] . In this approach, a mapping function is provided for converting a music feature string into a real value. Suppose that s is a music segment and its length can be denoted by length(s). If there are m kinds of different notes in music, the conversion function, Approximate Searching for Music Data in Real-Valued Feature Indexing1
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Where, x denotes the note index of s, P(x) is the integer value for a note that is similar as defined in Equation (1), however, the integer value starts from 1, 2, …., to m instead of 0, 1, …, to m-1 for each note in this approach. Since, a real value has two parts, integral and fractional, separated by decimal point, 0 could be represented as an end symbol in the fractional part. Thus, if the fractional part stops at someone non-zero fractional digit, there is impossible any note represented as 0 converted after this last non-zero fractional digit. Moreover, y which denotes the number of notes converted into the integral part can ease the overflow for fractional part.
For example, suppose that there are nine kinds of music notes and each of them can represent to an integer value 1, 2, 3, …, or 9. If there are 3 notes will be converted into integral part (y =3), a music segment "abcdab" can be converted into a real value as follows:
In this report, only exact matching was provided for searching in the real-valued index. The experimental result demonstrated that real-valued music indexing outperforms existing music indexing approaches in exactly matching. However, the approximate searching algorithm was not discussed in this paper.
The Approximate Matching in Realvalued Music Index
Multimedia database retrievals usually can not perform exactly match well. Approximate matching provides fault tolerance ability that allows certain error in the music query string. However, the approximate searching technology for fault tolerant queries in a music database has not received many attentions. Most of current works list all the possible combinations of a fault tolerant query then doing the exactly searching and looking for the targets. It is very time consuming. In this section, we will propose the music searching with approximate matching in real-valued music feature index.
An Example for Real Value in Hexadecimal Representation
The mapping function (2), v real (s), can convert a music segment into a real value then used to construct music index. For explaining of our proposing scheme for approximate searching, we would like to clarify that the real value for construct music index may not be a decimal representation. Suppose that the fifteen kinds of music notes we used to present a music are lowpitched Mi ~ Si, mediant Do ~ Si, and high-pitched Do ~ Mi and each of them can be represented by an unique symbol of 'a' ~ 'e', 'f' ~ 'l', and 'm' ~ 'o', respectively. In addition, each of these music symbol can also be converted into an integer value of 1, 2, 3, …, 9, A, B, … and F in hexadecimal representation. Such that the mapping function v real (s) can be looked as a hexadecimal conversion. Moreover, assuming that there are two music segments from the Train Flies Quickly (S1: Sol Sol Mi Do Sol Sol Mi Do) and the Happy Birthday (S2: Sol Sol La Sol Ďo Si) such that these two music segments can be represented by "jjhfjjhf" (S1) and "jjkjml" (S2), respectively. If there are 4 notes will be converted into integral part (y = 4), the suffixes of S1 and S2 can be converted into real values of hexadecimal by function v real (s) and shown in Table 3 and Table 4 . After that, we insert the converted real values of the suffixes of music segment of the Train Flies Quickly into an R-tree structure and the result index is presented in Figure 2 . Moreover, if we continue to insert the converted real values of the suffixes of music segments of the Happy Birthday in Table 3 -2 into the R-tree, the result index is also shown in Figure 3 . 
Approximate Matching Algorithm
In our approximate matching approach, the music query string is first converted into a real value then searching in the music index. The matching can be done by subtracting the real value of the music query from the values in nodes of music index tree digit by digit and take the absolute value for each result digit. This is to avoid the subtraction with borrowing. For example, the real values are 69B8.6 for music query and 6AA8.6 in node of index such that subtracting 69B8.6 from 6AA8.6 digit by digit and the result can be 6-6=0, A-9=1, A-B= -1, 8-8=0, and 6-6=0 for each digit. We take the absolute value for each result digit and the subtraction result will be 0110.0. Since, there are two non-zero digits in the result, we can conclude that there are two different notes between query string and the music segment in the index. Suppose that Qvalue and Nvalue are the real value for a music query string and the real value for music segment stored in music index. We also assume that the fault tolerance of a music query is d notes or less and there are r non-zero digits in the result of subtracting Qvalue from Nvalue, there will be a target found for approximate matching if r ≤ d. For examples: (assuming d = 2) (1) If Qvalue = 6AA8 and Nvalue = 6AA8.6, subtracting Qvalue from Nvalue is equal to 0000.6 (actually 0.6). There is only one digit not equal to 0. Then, r = 1 and r < d, there will be a target found.
(2) If Qvalue = 68A9.6C and Nvalue = 6AA8.6, subtracting Qvalue from Nvalue is equal to 0201.0C. There are 3 digits not equal to 0. Then r = 3 and r > d, it violates the fault tolerance limitation and fails in this matching.
Furthermore, to avoid the critical faults occur to a query for searching in the music database, we can restrict not only the number of fault tolerant notes but also pitch difference for each note in approximate matching. In the above example (1), if the pitch difference is 2, the subtracting result is 0.6 such that non-zero digit is 6 ( > 2), it violates the restriction and fails in this matching.
Performance Study
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme, a series of experiments are performed in this section. We adopted the experimental data model used in [13] and [15] to create our music database with two sets of data -real music data and synthetic music data. For real music data, we collected 145 music objects and computed the occurrence frequency of each note. The 19 most occurrence notes are shown in Figure 4 . These 19 notes are low-pitched Mi~Si, mediant Do~Si, and high-pitched Do~Si which are represented by 'a'~'e', 'f'~'l', and 'm'~'s', respectively. The mediant Sol (marked as 'j') is the highest occurrence frequency note [20] . We also find that the appearance curve demonstrates a normal distribution of music notes. Such that we based on the occurrence frequency of each note of 19 notes to randomly generate music object to create the synthetic music data which plus real music data set to form the music database used in our experiment.
Since, in the research of music database retrieval, it usually stores the music themes or repeating segments in databases for saving storage instead of storing entire melodies [8] [14] [19] , our experimental database consists of music segments only and the average length of music segments is 20 notes. Our simulation was implemented in a PC with an AMD Athlon 64X2 Dual Core Processor and 2GB RAM. We consider following three factors for approximate matching in our experiment and the parameters used are also listed in Table 5 .
Approximate Integral part (y) 3 ~ 6
Query length (k) 4 ~ 8
Kinds of different notes (m) 19

Fault tolerant notes (d) 0~3
Pitch difference allowed (h) 3
Number of queries Examined > 50,000
The Effect of Number of Fault Tolerant Notes
In this study, we would like to observe how the number of fault tolerant notes can influence the efficiency of approximate matching for music retrieval. In this experiment, the number of notes (y) of integral part for real-valued music indexing is 4, number of fault tolerant notes (d) is varied from 0 to 3, and each note fault within the ± 3 pitches difference (h = 3). The databases still consists of 10,000 music segments and the query length (k) is varied from 4 to 8. Again, we examined at least 50,000 query segments for each query length setting to insure a convergent of average response time. Figure 5 shows the average response time for query length from 4 to 8 with varied of the number of fault tolerant notes. It's no surprising that the longer query length the longer average response time. If there is no fault tolerance allowed, all five query lengths perform the exactly match and result in very close average response time. In addition, we also like to compare our proposed approximate matching approach to existing schemes. However, the approximate searching technology for fault tolerant queries in a music database has not received many attentions. Lo et al. proposed the approximate searching in a numeric index [15] . Nevertheless, it allows one error note only. Most of current works list almost all the possible combinations of a fault tolerant query then doing the exactly searching and looking for the targets [4] [5] [14] . Figure  6 displays the comparison of our proposed scheme with the all possible combinations for query lengths 5 and 8 for approximate matching. All the experimental parameters setting are same as in Figure 5 . The average response time for the all possible combinations of fault tolerant query raise rapidly and the curves are out of scale of the figure when number of fault tolerant notes is 1 or more. On the other hand, the curves for our proposed scheme with query lengths 6 and 8 are very flat with extremely low average response time. This study demonstrates that our proposed approximate matching approach outperforms existing scheme and is more flexible for the number of fault tolerant notes for music searching. 
The Effect of Query Length
In this section, we examine how influential of query length for query searching in varied sizes of the integral part for real-valued music indexing. In this experiment, the query length (k) is varied from 4 to 8. The integral sizes (y) examined are 3 to 6. Moreover, the number of fault tolerant notes allowed (d) is set for no more than one-third of the query length and the pitch difference allowed is ± 3 or less for each fault note. The database size and the number of query segments generated for examining in this study are the same as setting in the previous sections. The experimental result is shown in Figure 7 .
From Figure 7 , the query length is the critical factor for search efficiency and we can find that the four curves form two groups and two curves for each. The integral size 5 or 6 notes can support only query length at least 5 or 6 notes, respectively. That is why partial of the curves for integral sizes 5 and 6 notes lack when query length is 5 or less. Since, the length of query and the length of music segment to be converted into real value may not be as the same, the comparison is not by subtraction of searching and searched values directly. The longer integral part means the shorter fraction part for comparison such that it causes the faster in query processing. It resulted in integral size with 5 or 6 notes can treat one more note of a longer query than integral size with 3 or 4 notes can do almost in the same time. We also note that the two curves in each group happen to very close but do not overlap to each other exactly which can be seen in Table 6 for details. There is without any two data points strictly equal. 
The effect of integral part of conversion
We have discussed that the integral part can ease the overflow for fractional part and the longer integral part may speed the query search in the real-valued music indexing. Therefore, we would like to examine the effect of the number of notes for integral part in query processing in this section. In this experiment, we assume that the integral part (y) is varied from 3 to 6, we examine the query length (k) is individually from 4 to 8, and the fault tolerance allowed for a query is 1 note. The remainder experimental parameters setting are same as previous sections. The experimental result is presented in Figure 8 .
In Figure 8 , the curve for query length 4 shows integer sizes 3 and 4 only. That is because the integral part should be equal to or shorter than query length. All other curves slip down as increasing integral part of real value converting. They demonstrate that the longer integral part can improve the average response time for 
Conclusion and Future Works
The approximate searching for music databases has not received much attention so far. Recently, the realvalued feature indexing for music data has been proposed for quickly and exactly searching in a music database. In this paper, we proposed an approximate matching algorithm for fault tolerant searching in the real-valued music index. The experimental result demonstrates that our approach can perform efficient approximate searching and outperform existing scheme. We expect that our approach will not only improve music database retrieval but also be applicable in some multimedia databases.
To avoid the subtraction with borrowing, our approximate matching must be done by subtracting the real value of the music query from the values in nodes of music index tree digit by digit and take the absolute value for each result digit. Such that our algorithm needs to spend some time for this procedure and it should be slower than the subtraction directly. Our future works will try to improve this procedure for more efficiency.
